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Based on the task of 1 of the world’s foremost child development professionals, Rest, Play, Grow
provides a road map to making feeling of small children, and is certainly what every single
toddler, preschooler, and kindergartner wishes we understood on the subject of them, Baffling
and beloved, with the capability to go from delight to frustration in seconds, young children
are a few of the most misunderstood people on earth. Engagingly created, with compassion for
its subjects and wealthy with stories from their website and their parents, Rest, Play, Grow will
permanently change how you think of the preschoolers in your daily life. The main element to
understanding youngsters lies in realizing that their complicated behaviour is not personal,
neither is it a problem or deficit. This is the story of how young children develop, from their
extreme need for attachment and the vital importance of play to discipline that preserves
growth. Predicated on technology and the relational developmental approach of renowned
psychologist and bestselling author Gordon Neufeld, Rest, Play, Grow reveals how critical
adults are in shaping the conditions to ensure small children flourish. Parents and caregivers
have a problem with these little ones, who are recognized for their extreme behaviour, from
tantrums, resistance, and aggression to separation anxiety, bedtime protests, and not listening.
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Toddlers need parents to learn this book and understand their mind development. This book
has helped me to comprehend and enjoy my toddler so much! She's an engaging writer and I
enjoyed reading about her personal experiences as a mother. Something we were not able to
do before brain scans. A must read for parents!. I’m so happy I’ve learned all about
„collecting“ my kid through this book. The best book on parenting preschool and toddler age
children Rest , Play, Grow calls for Dr. Gordon Neufeld's developmental method of making sense
of small children (material previously available just through the Neufeld Institute's online classes,
DVD's, and live presentations) and for the first time presents it in a reserve form. As well
academic for me I was looking for a book about two 12 months olds. Neufeld's function , I'll bet
you'll find Rest, Play, Turn into revelatory and transformational. I’ve been employing the
concepts in this book for the last theee weeks and all I could say is many thanks! MacNamara
and Dr. Neufeld is very different from the behavioral and learning theory approaches within the
vast most parenting books and methods. If you are not really familiar with this process, you will
likely find Rest, Play, Grow to be filled with new, insightful and even groundbreaking thinking.
Bravo, Dr.This book by Dr. MacNamara presents Neufeld's method of making sense of small
children as a well organized, well crafted, easy to digest reserve. I did not like this book. All of
the major parts of Neufeld's paradigm of earning feeling of and parenting small children are in
Rest Play Grow. I particularly like that there are lots of real life types of the tips and advice,
which is definitely something I find without Neufeld's presentations. McNamara and thank you. I
recommend this reserve to anyone who . Highly recommend to all parents. I examine Gordon
Neufeld's "Hold On to Your Kids" in 2006 when it first came out. It acquired a dramatic impact
on my mothering and it transformed my life. Day-care workers, preschool teachers, and even
elementary school teachers will see this book eye opening about the behavior of small children
and how to make feeling of them if they are not already familiar with Neufeld’s approach.In
"Relax, Play, Grow" Deborah Macnamara builds on Neufeld's model and insights and adds her
own refreshing ideas on how to raise happy, deeply linked preschoolers. The premise of the
book is to understand the pre-schoolers neurology and use that, rather than blindly focusing
on behaviour. I especially appreciated the useful chapters on tantrums and opposition. It isn't
quite as electrifying as Neufeld's reserve, but it's almost nearly as good. I'll recommend it to all
my friends. It really is excellent. The mix of solid theoretical base in attachment theory and useful
examples from the true life.! My wife and i understand our little one far better now. I only wish
Gordon Neufeld have been a co-author, simply so this excellent book would get more
attention, and a perhaps larger audience could be exposed to Neufeld's paradigm. I would
have enjoyed more chapters into the hard science - probably as an appendix as I am aware
not many parents would maybe look after that.. I hate to become vital of the author, as this is
the best parenting publication I've run into, but I do wish some of the writing was a little more
basically expressed (if that makes sense). My partner and I understand our little one much
better right now. I recommend this book to whoever has a baby or is thinking of having one. It
offers helped me create an even stronger bond with my toddler and the insight offers lead to
more tolerance from my side and a kid that rest and truly plays more. A must read for parents!
In the event that you had to select only one parenting book to read, choose this one. Dr.
Spring-boarding off Gordon Neufeld’s outstanding work (and offering him abundant credit),
and adding her own insights to Neufeld’s powerful parenting approach, Dr. McNamara has
provided us an understandable, comprehensive and inspiring device for our parenting arsenal.
In my own humble opinion, this reserve should not only be go through by parents but by any
caregiver of their child (grandparent, aunt/uncle, nanny). I've under no circumstances read



another parenting reserve since that time that was as good in its insights and its importance
on therefore many levels - for families, society, politics, faith. Parents will feel more confident and
empowered after reading this and then placing this wisdom into practice. The plentiful
examples Dr. McNamara gives coupled with the wisdom, humor and explanations on how to
connect with, communicate with and “handle” the feelings and activities of a young child are
reasons this book is normally such a gem. What happier and better modified children we would
possess, and parents would experience more empowered, self-confident and happier too, if this
book was in their home. I am so worked up about this book that I can’t give it enough
compliment. Neufeld's approach definitely revolutionized just how I parent my children, and
that's after already having studied many different parenting philosophies.This book is now the
best book on understanding and parenting children ages 2-6, taking the top spots from
Tovah Klein's 'How Toddlers Thrive' and Janet Lansbury's work. Deeply Informative This should be
needed curriculum for senior high school juniors or seniors; our future generations would greatly
benefit. This materials is a lot more important than most of the presently required topics and the
influence of its absence is far more stirring. Eye opening I loved this book. It helped me to
observe my method of handling my kids and their behaviors was just alienating them from me
and from becoming proper public beings. I learned that timeouts and taking away things
don’t work and how better to handle things instead. I also examine „Hild directly into Your
Kids“. I desire it had more useful examples. Great book The principles and teaching of this book
are great, though I found it isn't the easiest to comprehend because of how it's written.
Changed my entire perspective on how a child is meant to be raised. Almost as good as
Retain Your Kids Fantastic! This is one of the best books on children psychology I’ve ever read.
Macnamara, please compose a book for parents of teenagers and teenagers! If you have
never been subjected to Dr. And there is nothing missing right here. It appeared too academic
and hard to learn. If you want a publication about toddlers and preschoolers, I would
recommend, HOW TODDLERS THRIVE by Tovah P. Klein, PhD Five Stars Exceptional tips for raising
a toddler. Get this book! A good book based on scientific research such as neuroscience.
Tantrums and upsets possess decreased so when they do show up, I feel outfitted to take care
of them.The developmental method of raising children advocated by Dr. Attachment and
relationship are the key to it all. As an extra bonus, this book has business lead me to
understand my wife better still as she utilized to be always a sensitive child. Four Stars Good
book, and We am learning a lot of from it. I Recommend both books.
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